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ABSTRACT

Cloud motion vector (CMV) winds retrieved from the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR)

instrument on the polar-orbiting Terra satellite from 2003 to 2008 are compared with collocated atmospheric

motion vectors (AMVs) retrieved fromGeostationaryOperational Environmental Satellite (GOES) imagery

over the tropics and midlatitudes and from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)

imagery near the poles. MISR imagery from multiple view angles is exploited to jointly retrieve stereoscopic

cloud heights and motions, showing advantages over the AMV heights assigned by radiometric means,

particularly at low heights (,3 km) that account for over 95% of MISR CMV sampling. MISR–GOES wind

differences exhibit a standard deviation ranging with increasing height from 3.3 to 4.5m s21 for a high-quality

[quality indicator (QI) $ 80] subset where height differences are ,1.5 km. Much of the observed difference

can be attributed to the less accurately retrieved component of CMV motion along the direction of satellite

motion. MISR CMV retrieval is subject to correlation between error in retrieval of this along-track com-

ponent and of height. This manifests as along-track bias varying with height to magnitudes as large as 2.5m s21.

The cross-track component of MISR CMVs shows small (,0.5m s21) bias and standard deviation of dif-

ferences (1.7m s21) relative to GOES AMVs. Larger differences relative to MODIS are attributed to the

tracking of cloud features at heights lower than MODIS in multilayer cloud scenes.

1. Introduction

Atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs), a proxy mea-

sure of wind, are indispensable to regional and global

numerical weather prediction (NWP) models and ana-

lyses. Derived by tracking cloud or water vapor features

in satellite imagery, AMVs mitigate critical data gaps in

regions that are otherwise observation poor (e.g., the

Arctic, Antarctic, and global oceans). However, most

AMVs rely on radiometric techniques for height as-

signment that have large uncertainties, particularly for

broken or semitransparent clouds and in regions where

the temperature lapse rate is small (e.g., polar regions)

or inverted (e.g., the marine boundary layer). Relative

to the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization

(CALIOP), infrared (IR) and visible (VIS) channel AMV

heights exhibit mean differences as large as 2.0km and

standard deviations as large as 3.4km, depending on the

opacity and homogeneity of tracked clouds (Di Michele

et al. 2013). Comparison of AMV-assigned heights with

height of best fit with model demonstrates AMV–model

height differences that are consistent with the lidar results

(Salonen et al. 2015), and comparison of AMV heights

with the height of best agreementwith rawinsonde profiles

suggests that height assignment errors represent 70% of

AMV uncertainty (Velden and Bedka 2009). Character-

ization and reduction of height assignment error continues

to be aggressively investigated by the NWP community.

The Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR)

instrument onboard the polar-orbiting Terra satellite

retrieves cloud motion vectors (CMVs) whose heights
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are determined by a stereoscopic, rather than radiomet-

ric, technique. MISR CMVs and their geometric heights

in a 380-km swath are jointly retrieved from red-band

(672nm) images captured at five of MISR’s nine distinct

viewing zenith angles including nadir (08) and 6468, and
6708 fore and aft of nadir during a single 7-min overpass

by Terra. Little dependence on radiometric calibration

is the major advantage of MISRs stereo heights relative

to radiometric heights such as those retrieved by Geo-

stationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)

and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

(MODIS)AMV algorithms (e.g., Muller et al. 2002; Naud

et al. 2005; Garay et al. 2008; Lonitz and Horváth 2011).

The publicly available CMVs are reported at 17.6-km

resolution (Mueller et al. 2013), with a nearly continuous

global record of daylight CMVs dating back to early 2000,

and expected to continue until at least 2020. The preci-

sion of CMVs has been diagnosed as 180m for heights,

1.8ms21 for northwardmotion, and 1.1ms21 for eastward

motion (Horváth 2013). Preliminary studies have shown

that assimilated MISR CMVs provide a weather forecast

benefit (Baker et al. 2014; Cress 2014; Liu and Mueller

2014; Yamashita 2014). In September 2014, MISR CMV

products became available in near–real time (NRT) with

less than a 2.5-h latency from time of observation.

MISR CMVs have several unique attributes relative to

the AMVs regularly assimilated by NWP centers. These

include geometric height assignment independent of the

atmospheric temperature structure, favorable spatial

and temporal resolution, complementary coverage, and

comparable horizontal motion accuracy. Routinely as-

similated AMVs predominantly consist of data from

geostationary-Earth-orbiting (GEO) and polar-orbiting

[i.e., low-Earth orbiting (LEO)] satellite instruments

that retrieve winds by tracking cloud or water vapor

feature movement through sequential VIS, IR, or water

vapor (WV) channel imagery, exemplified by GOES

and MODIS. More recently, AMVs produced from

composite LEO–GEO imagery (e.g., Lazzara et al. 2014)

and from constellations of LEO instruments (e.g., Borde

et al. 2016) have been added to mitigate coverage gaps

between LEO- and GEO-derived AMVs, including the

558–658 north and south latitude range. CMV coverage is

nearly global with a seasonally varying sunlit poleward

limit between 658 and 858 latitude that overlaps the above
instruments and further helps mitigate the coverage gap.

Frequent sampling at heights below 70kPa (i.e., with

altitude-equivalent pressure . 70kPa) has also been

identified as a key complementary strength of CMVs for

the purpose of improving forecast accuracy in NWP

models (Baker et al. 2014). This strength is, in part, a

consequence of distrust in the heights assigned to tradi-

tional low-level AMVs, especially in the Arctic, where

MODIS AMVs are deemed unreliable (Key et al. 2003;

Santek 2010) and excluded from operational assimilation

bymultiple NWP centers (Salonen et al. 2015). Low-level

AMVs are principally assigned heights by variations of

the infrared window (WIN) technique that finds the

height of the observed IR brightness temperature within

an a priori model profile. This technique has problematic

sensitivity to temperature inversions and semitransparent

or broken clouds even when corrections are employed to

address these challenges (Nieman et al. 1993, 1997).

The 275-m pixel resolution and 3.5-min image sam-

pling (between nadir and fore/aft image triplets) allow

MISR to track clouds with fine spatiotemporal vari-

ability. The image sampling and 17.6-km resolution of

reported CMVs is analogous to the mesoscale GOES

AMVs retrieved using the 5-min (rapid scan) image in-

terval identified as optimal (Bedka et al. 2009; Velden

et al. 2005). This interval is shorter than the 15–30-min

interval used to produce operational GOES AMVs and

the 100-min image interval employed for MODIS

AMVs. Finer spatiotemporal resolution facilitates cap-

turing details of mesoscale flows, especially anomalous

flow patterns that could be beneficial for forecasting

weather disturbances (Bedka and Mecikalski 2005;

Bedka et al. 2009; Jewett and Mecikalski 2010).

Other MISR CMV products have been studied exten-

sively, including the coarser-resolution (70.4km) CMVs

(Davies et al. 2007; Marchand et al. 2007; Hinkelman

et al. 2009; Lonitz andHorváth 2011) and finer-resolution
(1.1km) cloud heights (e.g., Naud et al. 2002, 2004, 2005).

Horváth (2013) compared the latest 17.6-km CMVs with

the early 70.4-km product and with collocatedMeteosat-9

AMVs for 2008 and found the latest CMVs to improve

sampling by 40% at low atmospheric levels and by a

factor of 2–3 at higher levels. More important, the latest

CMVs show lessened along-track bias (by 3ms21 for high

clouds) and root-mean-square (RMS) differences relative

to Meteosat-9. The goal of the current study is to further

characterize CMV sampling and error characteristics of

the 17.6-kmCMVs by comparing themwith otherAMVs.

The time frame of evaluation is from 2003 to 2008, and

the domain includes the eastern Pacific and Americas for

comparisons with GOES AMVs and the Arctic/Antarctic

for comparisons with MODIS AMVs.

2. Data and methods

a. Data

The MISR 17.6-km CMVs used in this study were

obtained from the level 3 CMV product version

F02_0002, which is publicly available at the NASA

Langley Atmospheric Science Data Center (ASDC)
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(https://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/news/misr-level-3-cloud-

motion-vector). The near-real-time corollary of the

above is the level 2 NRT CMV product, for which 95%

of CMVs are available within 2.5 h of the satellite

overpass. Both the operational andNRTCMVproducts

employ the same retrieval algorithm and are functionally

equivalent, though they are not identical on a per-retrieval

basis. Because of differences in the upstream data inputs,

particularly those that influence camera registration, there

is a random vector root-mean-square (VRMS) difference

of 3ms21 in collocated cloud motion reported in the two

products (Mueller et al. 2014).

Height-assigned CMVs are obtained from a single

Terra satellite overpass by tracking feature progression

withinMISR red-band imagery over the 3.5-min interval

between the initial 708 forward view and the nadir (08)
view and then again for the same interval between the

nadir view and the final 708 aft view (Horváth and Davies

2001; Mueller et al. 2013). In addition to the nadir and 708
views, an intermediate view angle of 45.68 is used to dis-

tinguish between stereoscopic parallax and the component

of cloud motion along the ground track of Terra. Features

are tracked by a hierarchical pattern matching algorithm

first applied to 73 7 groups of 1.1-km resolution pixels and

finally applied to 25 3 25 groups of 275-m pixels. The

height and motion of features tracked independently by

the forward and aft camera triplets are averaged in the

retrieval with a quality indicator (QI) assigned on the basis

of fore–aft difference and spatial coherency relative to

retrievals in adjacent cells (Mueller et al. 2013).

Because of the need to distinguish parallax from mo-

tion, tracking and georegistration errors influence the

accuracy of MISR-retrieved motion in the along-track

direction to a greater extent than the cross-track direc-

tion and introduce a correlation between the errors in

retrieved cloud height and along-track cloud motion

(Horváth andDavies 2001; Zong et al. 2002). Davies et al.

(2007) modeled CMV sensitivity to error in each cam-

era’s tracked feature coordinates, expressing their results

relative to a 275-m (i.e., one pixel) error in the space

oblique Mercator (SOM) x-coordinate axis, which is

aligned with the Terra ground track to within 108. These
results (summarized in Table 1) show that the retrieved

height error is proportional to the along-track motion

error by a factor that ranges from 75 to 93m (ms21) 21,

depending on the relative contributions associated with

each camera. Statistics of the differences between the in-

dependent for and aft set of retrievals made for the same

17.6-km region can be used to further quantify the con-

tributions of tracking and georegistration errors. The

global RMS of fore–aft differences for CMVs assigned

QI $ 50 from 2003 to 2008 is 3.1ms21 along track,

1.2ms21 cross track, and 250m for the assigned height.

GOES AMVs used in this study were obtained from

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA) National Environmental Satellite, Data, and

Information Service (NESDIS) following a reprocessing

undertaken by the Space Science and Engineering

Center (SSEC) at the University of Wisconsin–Madison

using the current operational software (Wanzong et al. 2014)

(http://tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/archive/data/goes_reprocess/

wind_files). The software tracks cloud or water vapor

features across three-image sequences in the VIS, short-

wave infrared (SWIR), IR, and WV channels (Nieman

et al. 1997). TheGOESVIS and IR channels investigated

in this study have respective resolutions of 1 and 4km at

nadir. The AMV algorithm, which is planned to be re-

placed soon by a nested tracking approach, is tailored to

track patterns within 153 15 pixel patches, representing

areas of 225 (VIS) and 3600km2 (IR) (Bedka et al. 2009).

Heights are assigned by one of three methods: CO2

slicing, H2O intercept, or WIN/histogram (Nieman et al.

1993). The WIN technique infers the cloud brightness

temperature from the measured IR radiance and then

uses an a priori temperature profile to map from tem-

perature to pressure level. Selectively employed varia-

tions of theWIN technique use the warmest temperature

associated with an observed clustering of cloudy pixels

(BASE) or apply a pressure correction to account for

temperature inversions (WINV). Assigned heights may

be further adjusted during postprocessing to establish

consistency with adjacent winds and a forecast model

background (Velden and Bedka 2009). Different quality

metrics are available for each AMV. This study employs

the quality indicator no forecast (QINF) metric that as-

sesses only spatiotemporal coherency with adjacent winds

as opposed to an alternate metric incorporating com-

parison with forecast winds (Velden et al. 1998). This

provides a more direct comparison with MISR CMV re-

trievals, whose QI includes no forecast model comparison.

TABLE 1. Sensitivity of MISR CMV retrieval to along-track error in image coordinates of tracked features, adapted from Davies et al.

(2007). Note that xDf and xBf refer to SOM x coordinates within Bf and Df camera images.

Image pixel

coordinate error

Height

error (m)

Along-track

error (m s21)

Error proportionality height vs

along track [m (m s21)21]

Error proportionality along track vs

height error (m s21 km21)

275m in xDf 519 25.6 93 11

275m in xBf 21159 15.5 75 13
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Only AMVs with QINF. 60 are investigated here, as in

Bedka et al. (2009). Comparisons of GOES AMVs with

the NOAA network of ground-based Doppler wind

profilers showed a VRMS difference of 5.6ms21 from

April 2005 to April 2006 (Bedka et al. 2009). VRMS

varied little with wind height, peaking at 5.9ms21 for

winds at heights below 70kPa.

The reprocessed GOES AMVs used in this study are

organized by the four regions regularly observed by the

GOES-East and GOES-West satellites: east-Southern

Hemisphere (E-SH), east-Northern Hemisphere (E-NH),

west-Southern Hemisphere (W-SH), and west-Northern

Hemisphere (W-NH). During the 2003–08 period of this

study, AMVs are typically available on a 3-hourly basis,

having been produced from triplets of images separated by

intervals ranging from 15 to 30min, with precedence given

to shorter intervals. The interval is governed by the avail-

ability of data, which is set by the schedule of instrument

observation targets and modes (see Wanzong et al. 2014).

TheGOESAMVs are guided by a priori temperature and

wind profiles interpolated from the 6-hourly analysis state

of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim model.

The MODIS AMVs used in this study were obtained

from the Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satel-

lite Studies (CIMSS), which maintains an archive of op-

erationally derived wind observations (ftp://stratus.ssec.

wisc.edu/pub/winds/archive/modis/terra).MODISAMVs

are produced at latitudes poleward of 558 from image

triplets sampled over consecutive orbits from multiple

instruments, includingMODIS–Terra andMODIS–Aqua

(Key et al. 2003; Velden et al. 2005). The necessity of

using consecutive orbits enforces a fixed 100-min time

interval between images used in feature tracking when

employing a single MODIS instrument. Utilizing both

MODIS–Terra and MODIS–Aqua allows opportunistic

retrievals from the overlap of images separated by shorter

intervals. This study focuses on AMVs derived only from

MODIS–Terra using the IR window band at 11mm. The

retrieval algorithm, modeled after that used with GOES

imagery, tracks 13 3 13 pixel patterns in reprojected

imagery representing a 26km 3 26km (676km2) area.

Operational MODIS AMVs are guided by a priori tem-

perature and wind profiles interpolated from the 6- and

9-h forecasts from the NOAA Global Forecast System

(GFS) model. Relative to rawinsondes, MODIS AMVs

exhibit an overall RMS difference of 8.1ms21 averaged

over all vertical levels, with the largest differences cor-

responding to low-level AMVs (Key et al. 2003).

b. Methodology

For this analysis, an algorithm was developed to col-

locate MISR and GOES motion vectors (and similarly

with MODIS) and to compare their sampling statistics

(e.g., the probability of retrieval). First, for every GOES

observation, the nearest MISR orbit in time was iden-

tified, and the SOM coordinates that correspond to the

latitude and longitude of the GOES retrieval were de-

termined. These coordinates were then translated into

17.6 km 3 17.6 km resolution grid cell indices. Motion

vectors from MISR and GOES with the same indices

were considered collocated in space. Spatially collo-

catedmotion vectors with a time separation greater than

30min were excluded.

Height-equivalent pressure levels and collocated

model reanalysis winds for CMVs were obtained from

geopotential height (GPH) versus pressure profiles ob-

tained from Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for

Research and Applications (MERRA) data (Rienecker

et al. 2011). Pressure-equivalent heights and winds

were obtained in a similar manner for the GOES

AMVs. The specificMERRA dataset used is designated

MAI3CPASM.5.2.0, which provides model state variables

every three hours on a uniform 0.258 3 0.258 latitude–
longitude grid with vertical pressure levels specified

every 2.5 kPa at low levels. Each AMV or CMV was

assigned a nearest-neighbor MERRA horizontal grid

cell, and coefficients for interpolating vertical grid co-

ordinates were determined from lower- and upper-

bounding GPHs provided by MERRA. This procedure

disqualified from comparison a number of CMVs at

heights below the lowest GPH. Throughout this study,

comparisons of geometric heightswere undertaken relative

to geoid-referenced heights rather than the World Geo-

detic System 1984 (WGS84) ellipsoid-referenced heights

reported in the MISR CMV product. The WGS84 Earth

Gravitational Model (EGM84) geoid model was used to

translate between the two.

For each orbit and each GOES image quadrant (i.e.,

E-SH, E-NH, W-SH, W-NH), a set of spatially collocated

observations were obtained using the above approach. A

total of 4.8 million GOES VIS channel and 1.1 million

GOES IR channel collocations with MISR were identi-

fied. CMVs andMODISAMVs were collocated by similar

methodology, thoughonlyMODIS–Terra IRchannelAMVs

were included. A total of 2.7 million such collocations

were obtained.

Equivalent sampling domains for CMVs and forGOES

AMVs were derived by identifying, for each GOES im-

age quadrant, the set of MISR orbits during which that

quadrant produced at least one CMV and AMV. Then,

for each quadrant and orbit, only thoseCMVs andAMVs

within the spatial extent visible to both instruments dur-

ing that MISR orbit were accumulated. Extents were

defined in SOMcoordinate space, which consists of amap

projection for each unique orbit path within the Terra
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repeat cycle, within which the x axis is aligned with the

satellite ground track, and the instrument swath is fixed

relative to the y axis (Jovanovic et al. 2012). For MISR,

bounds representing the interior of theMISR swath were

defined relative to block-specific ranges of y coordinates.

For GOES, sets of SOM paths and path-specific block

ranges define the interior of the GOES retrieval domain

for each GOES image region. Specific bounds are pro-

vided in Table 2. The total number of CMV samples

found using this approach was 41.7 million, whereas the

comparable numbers of GOES IR and VIS AMV sam-

ples were 5.5 and 1.9 million, respectively. The denser

sampling of motion vectors provided by MISR is only

partially attributable to the finer resolution of the MISR

product. To demonstrate this, the above MISR, GOES

VIS channel, and GOES IR channel motion vectors were

regridded into 2.58 latitude 3 2.58 longitude bins. The

number of MISR orbits for which each bin was sampled

one or more times was counted for each retrieval.

Figure 1 maps the results, demonstrating the tendency of

MISR to produce a greater number of successful re-

trievals during each Terra overpass. Particularly over

land, CMV sampling is more consistent.

3. Results and discussion

In the following sections, heights and wind component

differences as a function of height for horizontally and

temporally collocated MISR CMVs and GOES AMVs

are compared (section 3a), and along-track differences

with respect to height for these collocations are re-

viewed (section 3b). Similar analyses for collocated

MISR CMVs and MODIS AMVs are presented in

sections 3c and 3d. Sampling and difference distribu-

tions for the subset of above collocations where pairs of

retrievals agree in height are reviewed in sections 3e and

3f, respectively. Statistical summaries for these subsets

are discussed in section 3g.

a. Height comparisons of MISR CMVs collocated
with GOES AMVs

Systematic errors in MISR CMV and GOES AMV

heights are diagnosed by identifying scenarios where the

retrievals report similar winds at different heights. This

is done by evaluating mean differences in retrieved

motion as a function of collocated and paired AMV and

CMV heights. Height comparison histograms were

constructed by assigning each CMV height to one of 16

vertical bins, each 250m, ranging from21 to 3 km, or to

TABLE 2. Collocations of MISR CMV retrievals with GOES

AMV retrievals constrained with respect to the SOM coordinate

system to a subset firmly within the interior of each instrument’s

observational swath. The SOM boundaries are defined below.

Retrieval domain SOM paths SOM blocks y-grid indices

MISR 1–20 12–20

21–40 9–22

41–140 6–25

141–160 9–22

161–180 12–20

GOES E-NH 213–219 58–89

220–233 51–89

1–29 51–89

GOES W-NH 28–75 51–89

GOES E-SH 220–233 91–126

1–21 91–126

GOES W-SH 37–68 91–124

FIG. 1. Comparison of low-level (pressure level. 40 kPa) motion vector sampling between (left) MISR, (center) GOES VIS channel,

and (right) GOES IR channel. The sampling domain in each is limited to motion vectors within view of MISR during a specific orbit and

within 30min of a GOES scan.
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one of 26 vertical bins, each 500m, ranging from 3 to

16 km. Each collocated GOES pressure-equivalent

height was then assigned to a corresponding set of bins

to facilitate comparison. Finally, two subcategories of

histograms were generated on the basis of whether or

not the wind shear associated with each difference in

height exceeds 2.5m s21 in the MERRA reanalysis.

Estimates of wind shear compared MERRA winds that

had been separately matched with each MISR and

GOES retrieval, implicitly introducing sensitivity to

time and location differences between collocated pairs

of CMVs and AMVs.

Sampling density for paired heights of MISR CMV

and GOES AMV does not tightly cluster along the 1:1

line in Fig. 2a, suggesting that the CMV and AMV

heights are not strongly correlated. Only where both

have heights above about 8 km is a strong correlation

apparent. Nevertheless, 73% of MISR–GOES collo-

cations are at sufficiently similar heights so as to be

insensitive to vertical wind shear, as shown in Fig. 2b.

The remainder are shown in Fig. 2c. In Fig. 2c, there is a

cluster of points, labeled ①, for which CMVs reported

at heights from 0 to 2 km are paired with GOES AMVs

with heights ranging from 6 to16 km. This cluster rep-

resents multilayer scenes where the CMV retrieval

tracked low-level clouds while the AMV algorithm

tracked upper-level clouds. This phenomenon, which is

typically due to differences between VIS and IR im-

agery, has been visually verified and discussed in

greater detail relative to MISR CMVs and Meteosat

AMVs by Lonitz and Horváth (2011). These tracking

mismatches in multilayer scenes make up nearly all of

FIG. 2. Joint distribution of MISR stereo height and GOES pressure-equivalent height for collocations of MISR CMVs with GOES IR

and VIS channel AMVs. The number of samplesN per height bin is shown for (a) all paired collocations, (b) those pairs where MERRA

reanalysis indicates wind shear betweenMISR andGOES reported heights, 2.5m s21, and (c) those with wind$ 2.5m s21. (d)–(f)Mean

differences between MISR and GOES for the cross-track component of collocated motion vectors assigned to each bin. Contours for

N 5 200, 2000, and 20 000 are drawn.
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the height comparison bins in the upper-left quadrant

of Fig. 2c.

As shown in Fig. 2e, collocated pairs of CMVs and

AMVs that have tracked features at similar heights, such

that wind shear is minimal, exhibit systematic differ-

ences in cross-track motion relative to height that are

consistently less than 0.5m s21. This strong agreement

enables cross-track differences to serve as a diagnostic

for whether height differences are due to tracking mis-

matches or errors in the heights reported by CMV and/or

AMV. Tracking mismatches are identifiable as mean

cross-track motion differences greater than 0.5m s21, as

is the case for cluster ① in Fig. 2f. In contrast, there is a

cluster of GOESAMVs labeled②, representing 37% of

GOES AMVs with reported heights from 2 to 4 km,

which are as much as 3 km higher than their CMV

counterparts. Although MERRA indicates differences

in height should produce significant shear, no systematic

differences in retrieved cross-track motion are present

among cluster ②. To examine this further, Fig. 3 in-

dividually compares height-binned GOES AMV and

MISR CMV cross-track components with coincident

MERRA reanalysis winds. In this figure, cluster ②,

which corresponds to the same cluster in Fig. 2f,

indicates that the MERRA winds at the lower, MISR-

reported heights are in better agreement with the sat-

ellite retrievals than the winds at the GOES-reported

heights—the latter showing a meanmotion difference of

about 22ms21. This is consistent with the study by

Salonen et al. (2015), which showed GOES heights in

the range from 60 to 80kPa are typically 25 kPa above

the heights of best agreement with collocated forecast

model wind profiles.

Returning to Fig. 2f, there is another cluster, labeled③,

representing 25% of CMVs, that have assigned heights

from 10 to 13 km, for which the retrievedMISR heights

are as much as 3 km above their GOES counterparts.

Figure 3 shows that in this cluster, the cross-track

components of the GOES AMVs agree better with

the MERRA winds than those of the MISR CMVs.

Comparison with reanalysis also shows that cluster③ is

consistent with a wider pattern of mean cross-track mo-

tion differences with magnitudes . 2.5ms21, labeled ④

and⑤, for which CMVs are assigned to height bins 1–2km

above the paired GOES AMV heights in the 0–2-km and

5–15-km ranges, respectively. The GOES AMVs in all

cases exhibit significantly less mean absolute cross-track

differences relative to MERRA, suggesting that the CMV

heights in these bins are biased high.

b. Height-dependent MISR CMV along-track wind
component biases relative to GOES

Inherent coupling of error in theMISRCMV retrieval

cited in section 2a results in CMV with biased heights

and correspondingly biased along-track component of

motion. As a result, whereMISR error is responsible for

height differences between paired MISR and GOES

retrievals, along-track differences are expected. Figure 4

repeats the analysis shown in Fig. 2 but for the along-

track component. For the cases with large wind shear,

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2f, but for the mean difference of (a) MISR CMVs or (b) GOES AMVs cross-track motion

components with respect to coincident MERRA reanalysis winds.
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Fig. 4c shows that the clusters labeled ③, ④, and ⑤,

previously identified as likely to have MISR height as-

signments biased high by 1–2 km, also exhibit positive

along-track bias relative to GOES. These same clusters

are labeled in Fig. 4b, where they also exhibit along-

track bias, eliminating the possibility that vertical wind

shear is responsible. Overall, there is a pattern of CMVs

exhibiting positive along-track differences relative to

GOES whenever the reported heights are higher than

the paired GOES heights. The one prominent exception

is a sizable number ofmidlevel (4–7km)CMVs, labeled⑥

in Figs. 3 and 4, that are as much as 4km higher than their

GOES counterparts. Smaller absolute mean cross-track

(and along track) differences for both MISR and GOES

relative to MERRA for these pairs suggest they are

tracking mismatches.
The along-track differences plotted in Fig. 4 exhibit

gradients consistent with correlated errors in the

MISR retrieval of along-track motion and height. For

example, in Fig. 4b, along-track differences between

the MISR CMVs and GOES AMVs at heights above

10 km, where the MISR height assignment is more

than 2 km above the paired GOES height assignment,

marked with label③, have a diagonal gradient ranging

from 21m s21 for pairs 500m above the 1:1 line to

15m s21 and greater for pairs below. The orientation

of the gradient perpendicular to the 1:1 line is in-

dicative of the correlation between difference in height

assignment and difference in the along-track com-

ponent. Below 4 km, especially at label ②, the along-

track difference gradient is horizontal instead of

diagonal, indicating that correcting for the appar-

ent CMV height and along-track bias would still not

produce correlation in height between pairs of collo-

cated CMVs and AMVs.

c. Height comparisons of MISR CMVs collocated
with MODIS AMVs

Height assignments of MISR–MODIS CMVs and

AMVs were analyzed in a similar manner as the

MISR–GOES collocations (section 3a). The results are

presented in Fig. 5.Aswith theMISR–GOES comparison,

Fig. 5e shows that MISR CMVs exhibit no systematic

differences relative to paired MODIS AMVs where

MERRA indicates vertical wind shear of less than

2.5m s21 associated with the retrieved heights. How-

ever, Figs. 5a and 5c show that MODIS AMV heights

have a broad tendency to be 0.5–2.0 km above their

CMV counterparts at low levels (height , 5 km), and

to be 0.5–2.0 km below their CMV counterparts at

upper levels (height . 5 km). This pattern of height

bias relative to MISR is the same as that reported by

Holz et al. (2008) for polar MODIS cloud-top heights

(produced using a similar algorithm as the MODIS

AMV heights) relative to CALIOP lidar heights.

At low levels, it is also consistent with the bias in-

ferred from a comparison with forecast model winds

(Salonen et al. 2015).

Comparison of Figs. 2f and 5f shows that MISR

CMV heights differ from collocated MODIS AMV

heights more often than is the case for MISR and

GOES, such that only 60% of the MISR–MODIS

collocations appear insensitive to vertical wind shear.

Some of these height differences are readily evident as

tracking mismatches, such as the collocations labeled ⑦

in Fig. 5f, where CMVs are assigned to the 0–2-km

FIG. 4. As in Figs. 2d–f, but for the mean difference between along-track wind components reported by MISR CMVs and

GOES AMVs.
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height range andMODIS AMVs are assigned to 2–10km.

Cross-track motion differences range from 2 to

4m s21. The overall pattern of cross-track differences

between MISR and MODIS in Fig. 5f, including ⑦,

is nearly equivalent to the pattern resulting from dif-

ferences in retrieved wind height expected from

reanalysis (not shown), suggesting that tracking mis-

matches are responsible for the observed cross-track

differences. This is a consequence of substantial dif-

ferences between the MISR CMV and MODIS AMV

retrievals, not the least of which is the lack of a VIS

channel in deriving theMODISAMVs. Clouds tracked

during a MISR 7-min overpass may become obscured

or dissipate during the 100-min interval between

MODIS–Terra image pairs. There are also significant

differences in the cloud regimes observed by MODIS

andGOESwhen collocated withMISR. Themultilayer

polar stratus predominately observed in theMISR–MODIS

collocations are far more prone to producing tracking

mismatches than the stratocumulus clouds that dom-

inate theMISR–GOES collocations (Klein and Hartmann

1993).

d. Height-dependent MISR CMV along-track wind
component biases relative to MODIS

Figure 6 shows that MISR CMVs exhibit predomi-

nantly positive along-track bias relative to MODIS

AMVs at all heights and regardless of the presence of

wind shear. Where MERRA indicates shear less than

2.5m s21, themagnitude of that bias is 1–2ms21 at CMV

heights below 6km, with a pattern of larger along-track

differences away from the 1:1 line where CMV and

AMV heights differ more. Above 6 km, the bias in-

creases to 4m s21. In the presence of wind shear, a

gradient of along-track differences relative to height

is evident in Fig. 6c. That gradient is a product of the

mean wind shear indicated by MERRA between

paired heights of CMVs and AMVs. Indeed, its sign is

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but comparing MISR CMVs with MODIS IR channel AMVs.
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opposite that of the gradients observed in Fig. 4 that

were caused by correlated error in the CMV retrieval,

further underscoring the fact that apparent differ-

ences between MISR CMVs and MODIS AMVs are

driven by tracking mismatches in multilayer scenes.

e. Geographic distribution of collocations between
MISR CMVs and GOES and MODIS AMVs

Previous sections demonstrated the role of track-

ing mismatches in governing apparent differences

between collocated MISR CMVs and MODIS and

GOES AMVs. To diminish this role, differences are

now assessed for collocated pairs from which height

differences greater than 1.5 km have been excluded.

Figures 2a and 5a showed sampling for all colloca-

tions as a function of height (and height difference),

providing context for this exclusion. Additional

screening is introduced to remove pairs with large

magnitude (.10m s21) along-track wind component

differences (LMATDs) between the CMV and

AMV. Although LMATDs represent less than 5% of

paired collocations, they are excluded because their

frequency is anomalously large relative to what would

otherwise be a Gaussian distribution of along-track

differences.

The MISR–GOES map in Fig. 7b shows that the

majority of samples come from marine stratocumu-

lus regions off the west coast of North and South

FIG. 6. As in Figs. 5d–f, but for the mean difference between along-track wind components reported by MISR CMVs and

MODIS AMVs.

FIG. 7. Map of normalized samples per latitude–longitude bin for collocations between MISR CMV and (left) South Polar MODIS

AMV, (center) GOESAMV, and (right) North Polar MODISAMV. Heights are required to agree within 1.5 km to eliminate the effects of

tracking mismatches in multilayer cloud scenes. Pairs with LMATD (.10m s21) are also excluded (see Fig. 8).
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America. These regions also have the greatest fre-

quency of cloud cover (e.g., Klein and Hartmann

1993). The MISR–MODIS maps in Fig. 7a (Antarctic)

andFig. 7c (Arctic) similarly showmore frequentmatches

over the ocean than over the nearby landmasses.

Because of the statistical importance of LMATDs,

they are mapped separately in Fig. 8. The maps in Fig. 8

show that for both theMODIS andGOES collocations,

there is no particular pattern to the distribution of

LMATDs. In the case of MODIS, the distribution of

LMATD follows the distribution of overall sam-

pling for non-LMATDs shown in Fig. 7. A survey of

LMATD instances identified many cases where MISR

and GOES both reported high speeds but with slightly

different directions. Still, the frequency and character

of LMATDs suggest there is some underlying source

of gross error in the CMV retrieval (at the 5% level)

contributing to their presence. This source of error war-

rants further investigation, but its impact can and should

be mitigated by screening CMVs relative to independent

estimates of along-track wind, such as from a model.

Latitude–height distributions of collocated pairs of

MISR–GOES and MISR–MODIS excluding height dif-

ferences greater than 2.5m s21 and LMATD are pre-

sented in Fig. 9. For comparisons withMODISAMVs, the

latitude bins are sorted by whether the observations were

acquired on the ascending or descending nodes of the

Terra orbit. The x axis in Figs. 9a and 9c accounts for the

instrument sampling across both nodes, with the extreme

latitude placed in the center of the plot. Because the solar

zenith angle increases toward the left edge of Fig. 9a and

the right edge of Fig. 9c, the number of days annually

during which there is sufficient daylight for MISR CMV

retrievals decreases in these directions, affecting the

sampling.

Consistent with MISR CMV sampling in gen-

eral, and Fig. 7b, the overwhelming majority of

MISR–GOES collocations in Fig. 9b are associated

with low-level marine stratocumulus clouds. The pro-

clivity of the CMV retrieval to track stratiform clouds

over ocean is further reflected in the sampling of

MISR–MODIS collocations as well, most of which

are found over open ocean in the Arctic (Fig. 9c). At

high latitudes, MISR–MODIS collocations, and to

a lesser extent MISR–GOES collocations, have a

broader range of vertical sampling stemming from a

greater prevalence of cloud types other than low-

level stratocumulus.

f. Zonal mean distribution of MISR CMV differences
relative to collocated and filtered GOES and
MODIS AMVs

Figure 10 presents the latitude–height distributions

of the differences between MISR CMVs and MODIS

and GOES AMVs in terms of height (Figs. 10a–c),

along-track component of the wind (Figs. 10d–f), and

cross-track component of the wind (Figs. 10g–i). As in

Fig. 9, the paired differences include only those with

CMV–AMV height differences less than 1.5 km and

along-track differences less than 10m s21 in order to

diminish the respective roles of tracking mismatches

and LMATDs.

The patterns of along-track and cross-track differ-

ences with respect to CMV height amongMISR–GOES

andMISR–MODISwind collocations shown in Figs. 2–6

are broadly consistent over a range of latitudes. A gra-

dient of MISR–GOES height differences for low-level

clouds in Fig. 10b is mirrored by a similar gradient in

along-track differences in Fig. 10e. In this case, un-

certainty in the MISR retrieval is broadening the

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for LMATD collocations only. Note the 320 reduction in the range of the color scale relative to Fig. 7.
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distribution of retrieved CMV heights, producing a

gradient of both height and along-track differences rel-

ative to GOES as a function of height, modulated by

sampling. MISR–GOES height and along-track differ-

ences are negligible around 90kPa where sampling is

most dense but grow as large as 612 kPa and 66m s21

toward the outer fringes of sampling around 95 and

75 kPa. There is little variation with latitude in these

gradients except in the vicinity of the intertropical con-

vergence zone (ITCZ). For higher clouds, MISR–GOES

along-track differences also exhibit a gradient with height

in the 35–15-kPa height range. However, this upper-level

along-track difference gradient has no corresponding

height difference gradient. Instead, the CMV heights are

consistently above the GOES AMV heights.

A smaller along-track difference gradient is apparent

among the lower-latitude, Northern Hemisphere

MISR–MODIS collocations shown in Fig. 10f. MISR–

MODIS collocations exhibit a consistent gradient of

increasing height differences (Figs. 10a and 10c) that

echoes Fig. 5a and was discussed in detail in section 3c.

That gradient changes little with latitude for retrievals

above 60kPa. For lower-level winds, the lower-latitude

height differences are not much different from those of

the MISR–GOES collocations. At higher latitudes,

there is a rapid transition toward larger height discrep-

ancies south of 738S and north of 758N. This is likely due

to increasing prevalence of ice, which alters the cloud

regime and affects the accuracy of MODIS low-level

AMV height assignments.

In the Arctic (Fig. 10f), MISR–MODIS collocations

show a broadly consistent along-track difference of

;1m s21 at nearly all latitudes and levels except where

an infrequently sampled low-level along-track bias

gradient is evident, while in the Antarctic (Fig. 10d), the

along-track difference increases systematically with

height, from 1 to 5ms21. In both the Arctic and Ant-

arctic, mean differences are smaller for the ascending

node CMV retrievals, suggesting possible sensitivity to

solar or viewing zenith angle.

Relative to the along-track components, the CMV

cross-track components show better agreement with the

AMV results. The mean cross-track differences relative

to GOES AMV in Fig. 10h are consistently within

0.5m s21 except for locations where sampling is poor

and a region around the ITCZ where differences are

larger but still within 1.5m s21. The mean cross-track

differences relative to MODIS in Figs. 10g and 10i are

consistently within 1.5m s21. More significantly, the

differences withmagnitude greater than 0.5m s21 can be

traced back to a cluster of tracking mismatches identi-

fied by label ⑦ in Fig. 5f. Those mismatches consist of

MISR CMV at heights below collocated MODIS AMV

where the lower wind has a larger northward component

even when the height difference is within the 1.5-km

threshold employed here. This larger northward com-

ponent translates to a lesser (greater) cross-track

component during the MISR descending (ascending)

node, which is what causes the mirroring of cross-

track differences with respect to the terminator

(latitude 838N–S) evident in Figs. 10g and 10i. Be-

cause most sampling occurs during the descending node,

label ⑦ is associated with a negative cross-track differ-

ence in Fig. 5f.

Finally, a map of mean height and vector differences

for MISR–GOES collocations is shown in Fig. 11.

Again, the retrievals are vertically collocated to within

1.5 km and LMATDs are excluded. The only variability

FIG. 9. Latitude–height distribution of count N per 18 3 2 kPa bin for collocations between MISR CMVs and (a) South Polar MODIS

AMVs, (b) GOES AMVs, and (c) North Polar GOES AMVs. Contours are drawn in (a) and (c) for N5 120, 300, and 600 and in (b) for

N 5 400, 1000, and 2000. Comparisons with MODIS are segregated with respect to whether the MISR CMV was observed during the

satellite ascending or descending node.
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evident is where sampling is limited, which is the case for

most collocations over land (see Fig. 7 center). The only

region over land with enhanced sampling is the east-

ern United States, which shows differences consistent

with collocations over ocean at similar latitude. Over

northern South America, there is a pattern of dif-

ferences noteworthy for its directional consistency

that may be due to tracking mismatches, given the

magnitude of height differences. Reviewing maps

of MISR–MODIS collocations (not shown), one

similarly finds limited regional variability that is

insignificant relative to the magnitude of consistent along-

track differences.

g. Statistics of differences between MISR CMVs and
GOES and MODIS AMVs stratified by quality
indicator

Tables 3 and 4 present mean and RMS differences

between collocated MISR CMVs and GOES AMVs

with height differences less than 1.5 km and LMATDs

removed. Statistics are stratified by MISR-retrieval

quality. Retrievals with QI , 50 are excluded from the

FIG. 10. Latitude–height distributions as in Fig. 9, but showing differences betweenMISRCMVs andMODIS orGOESAMVs for (a)–(c)

reported wind height, (d)–(f) along-track wind component, and (g)–(i) cross-track wind component.
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comparison. Of those remaining, lower-quality retrievals

have 50 # QI , 80 and higher-quality retrievals have

QI $ 80. The MISR–GOES collocations are separated

into GOES VIS and IR channel groups. The IR collo-

cations are also stratified by MISR height-equivalent

pressure (low, mid-, and high level with respective

pressure ranges of 70–100, 40–70, and 1–40 kPa). No

such stratification is applied for VIS collocations, of

which 99% are low level.

Among MISR–GOES collocations, differences asso-

ciated with inexact collocation, tracking mismatches,

and representativeness appear to be well constrained

relative to the error associated with CMV retrieval un-

certainty, as evidenced by the fact that along-track RMS

differences are greater than cross-track differences

throughout the MISR–GOES comparison. In this sense,

MISR–GOES difference statistics appear to represent

the accuracy of CMVs (and GOES AMVs). The per-

centage of LMATDs excluded in the MISR–GOES

comparisons is insignificant except for the case of lower-

quality CMVs pairedwith high-level IRAMVs (Table 4).

Increasing the QI threshold reduces the contribution of

LMATDs in all the IR comparisons by about a factor of 2

but does not eliminate them.

Low-level CMVs represent 95% of all collocations

with GOES AMV, of which 86% are VIS and 14% IR

channel. They exhibit a VRMS difference of 3.2m s21

for the highest-qualityMISR retrievals withQI$ 80 and

3.4m s21 for all. This result is substantially smaller than

the VRMS difference between low-level GOES AMV

and collocated NOAA wind profiler measurements

(5.9m s21) reported by Bedka et al. (2009). The dis-

crepancy may be due to error in height assignment fac-

toring into the GOES-profiler assessment but not the

MISR–GOES assessment.

Midlevel CMVs account for 7% of collocations with

GOES IR channel AMV retrievals. Retrieval differ-

ences exhibit VRMS values ranging from 4.1 to 4.6ms21,

depending on applied QI threshold. Those with QI $

80 exhibit insignificant mean along-track differences.

These higher-quality midlevel collocations make up 29%

of the total, exhibiting a VRMS of 4.1ms21. High-level

CMVs account for 18% of collocations with GOES IR

AMVs.While they exhibit a mean along-track difference

of 0.5ms21, those with QI$ 80 exhibit negligible along-

track or cross-track bias and have a VRMS of 4.5ms21.

The difference statistics for the MISR–MODIS col-

locations appear to be dominated by more frequent

FIG. 11.Map of mean height and horizontal motion differences among collocatedMISRCMVs

and GOES AMVs. Associated sampling is shown in the center panel of Fig. 7.
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tracking mismatches as reflected by larger height and

motion differences relative to the MISR–GOES com-

parisons. Tables 5 and 6 show statistics for MISR–MODIS

collocations for the Arctic and Antarctic regions, re-

spectively. In these comparisons, ascending node re-

trievals are omitted. LMATDs are more frequent

among MISR–MODIS low- and midlevel collocations,

ranging from 5% to 9% depending on region, QI, and

height. However, LMATDs are most commonly ob-

served among high-level collocations, with a frequency

of 22% in the Arctic and 24% in the Antarctic. These

frequencies do not diminish significantly when ex-

cluding MISR CMV with QI , 80, suggesting that

many, if not most, of the LMATDs are not associated

with gross MISR CMV error. Rather, many of these

collocations are in the vicinity of jet streams, where large

magnitudes of difference may arise from small differ-

ences in retrieval height or time or location of collocated

observation.

Low- and midlevel MISR–MODIS collocations ac-

count for 90% of MISR–MODIS comparisons, exhibit-

ing similar difference statistics in both the Arctic and

Antarctic, with slightly smaller VRMS values in the

Arctic. High-level MISR–MODIS collocations account

for 10% of these collocations, exhibiting VRMS dif-

ferences of 7.4ms21 in the Arctic and 8.1ms21 in the

Antarctic with no reduction in VRMS for CMV with

higher QI. MISR–MODIS VRMS differences are

moderately less than VRMS differences between

MODIS and rawinsonde (6–9m s21), estimated from an

earlier study by Key et al. (2003) by multiplying the

normalized VRMS by the mean speed.

4. Conclusions

Cloud motion vectors retrieved from the MISR in-

strument occupy a unique niche relative to the atmo-

spheric motion vectors derived from other satellite

instruments. Strengths of MISR CMVs include near-

global sampling, an observational record dating back to

2000, and fine spatiotemporal resolution. The headline

feature of the MISR approach is joint retrieval of geo-

metric cloud height and cloud motion, which is re-

sponsible for different sampling and error characteristics

relative toAMVs obtained by tracking cloud features and

then assigning to them heights retrieved by radiometric

means. These sampling differences include a greater

preponderance of low-level winds in the MISR record.

The prevalence of tracking mismatches between MISR

CMVs and GOES or MODIS AMVs further demon-

strates their differences in sampling, which represent

synergy between traditional satellite-derived AMVs and

CMVs from MISR and potential multiangle instruments

with similar capabilities.

Within a high-quality subset where differences in

retrieved heights were constrained to within 1.5 km,

collocated MISR–GOES winds show well-constrained

and unbiased global differences (VRMS ranging from

3.3 to 4.5m s21 with height). This subset excludes

MISR CMVs with lower quality (QI , 80) and collo-

cations with along-track differences greater than

10m s21 that appear to be associated with infrequent

(0.6%) large magnitude along-track errors in theMISR

CMV retrieval. Within this subset, the greater accu-

racy of the MISR CMV cross-track component (RMS

1.6m s21) is evident relative to the along-track com-

ponent (RMS 2.7m s21), reflecting expected MISR

error characteristics.

TABLE 3. Statistics from comparison of MISR CMV with GOES

VIS channel AMV (all levels).

QI $ 50 QI $ 80

No. of collocations 3 103 4305 1941

Percent of LMATD excluded 0.9 0.6

Mean MISR height (km) 1.4 1.3

Mean MISR speed (m s21) 9.6 9.4

Height diff 6 1s (km) 0.0 6 0.6 0.0 6 0.6

Along-track diff 6 1s (m s21) 0.1 6 2.9 0.0 6 2.7

Cross-track diff 6 1s (m s21) 0.1 6 1.7 0.1 6 1.6

Vector RMS (m s21) 3.4 3.2

TABLE 4. Statistics from comparison of MISR CMV with GOES IR channel AMV.

Low (70–100 kPa) Mid (40–70 kPa) High (0–40 kPa) All levels

QI $ 50 QI $ 80 QI $ 50 QI $ 80 QI $ 50 QI $ 80 QI $ 50 QI $ 80

No. of collocations 3 103 545 226 48 14 131 21 724 263

Percent of LMATD excluded 0.4 0.2 3.5 1.4 7.3 3.2 2.0 0.6

Mean MISR height (km) 1.5 1.5 5.3 5.2 10.6 10.2 3.7 2.6

Mean MISR speed (m s21) 9.8 9.7 14.6 14.2 20.0 20.9 12.2 11.1

Height diff 6 1s (km) 0.2 6 0.6 0.2 6 0.5 0.1 6 0.8 0.1 6 0.8 0.3 6 0.7 0.3 6 0.7 0.2 6 0.6 0.2 6 0.6

Along-track diff 6 1s (m s21) 0.2 6 2.8 0.2 6 2.6 0.5 6 3.7 0.1 6 3.3 0.5 6 4.2 0.1 6 3.8 0.3 6 3.2 0.1 6 2.8

Cross-track diff 6 1s (m s21) 0.0 6 1.6 0.0 6 1.5 0.1 6 2.5 0.1 6 2.4 0.0 6 2.5 20.1 6 2.5 0.0 6 1.9 0.0 6 1.7

Vector RMS (m s21) 3.2 3.0 4.5 4.1 4.9 4.5 3.7 3.3
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The role of height assignment error was assessed by

identifying collocations wheremean differences in cloud

motion between MISR CMVs and GOES AMVs were

less thanwould be expected on the basis of differences in

retrieved height, using MERRA reanalysis to indicate

where vertical wind shear is significant. Echoing earlier

studies, about 37% of GOES AMVs at heights in the

2–4-km range under such conditions are incorrectly

assigned heights as much as 3 km higher than their col-

located MISR counterparts. On the other hand, about

25% of MISR CMVs at heights in the 10–13-km range

were assigned heights up to 2km higher than their

GOES counterparts. These CMVs with overestimated

heights were part of a wider pattern of MISR CMV re-

trievals that exhibited both positive height bias and

positive along-track bias relative to GOES, consistent

with the expected correlation of error in these parame-

ters for the MISR retrieval. This correlation also pro-

duced prominent and globally consistent systematic

gradients of along-track bias with respect to height

among MISR CMVs. Interpretation of such gradients is

complicated by the fact that collocated MISR CMV

sampling cannot be guaranteed to be unbiased as a

function of height. Including MISR CMVs with lower

QI value in the assessment ofMISR–GOES collocations

results in little change to the VRMS differences but

reduces mean along-track bias to 0.5m s21 among mid-

and high-level (,70kPa) collocations.

This study also evaluated collocations of MISR

CMVs and MODIS AMVs over the same 6-yr pe-

riod. Relative to the MISR–GOES comparison, the

MISR–MODIS results show less well-constrained

and more biased global differences. However, there

is strong evidence that those differences are driven

by a greater frequency of tracking mismatches where

cloud motions at distinct heights in a multilayer scene

are compared. Relative to the Antarctic, the Arctic

exhibits greater sampling and generally smaller

biases and RMS differences between MISR and

MODIS. There, low- and midlevel ($40 kPa) col-

locations exhibit a VRMS of 5.2 m s21 and a mean

bias of 1.1m s21, largely irrespective of QI threshold.

High-level collocations exhibit similar bias but larger

VRMS.

On the whole, broad consistency is found between

MISR CMVs and collocated GOES and MODIS

AMVs, despite evident patterns of difference. Pre-

liminary studies have demonstrated positive forecast

impact of assimilatedMISR CMVs, where benefits stem

fromMISR’s sampling of the high-latitude gap in AMV

observations and from the dense sampling of low-level

winds. This result is consistent with the findings of this

TABLE 5. Statistics from comparison of MISR CMV with Arctic MODIS IR channel AMV.

Low (70–100 kPa) Mid (40–70 kPa) High (0–40 kPa) All levels

QI $ 50 QI $ 80 QI $ 50 QI $ 80 QI $ 50 QI $ 80 QI $ 50 QI $ 80

No.a of collocations 3103 236 (66) 103 (29) 194 (91) 65 (34) 37 (17) 5 (3) 468 (174) 174 (66)

Percent of LMATD excluded 5.6 3.8 7.7 4.5 21.7 16.7 7.9 4.6

Mean MISR height (km) 1.6 1.6 4.5 4.4 8.3 8.2 3.4 3.0

Mean MISR speed (m s21) 10.1 10.0 13.2 12.7 21.8 22.4 12.3 11.5

Height diff 6 1s (km) 20.5 6 0.6 20.5 6 0.6 20.1 6 0.7 20.2 6 0.6 0.5 6 0.7 0.5 6 0.7 20.2 6 0.7 20.3 6 0.7

Along-track diff 6 1s (m s21) 1.1 6 3.8 1.0 6 3.6 1.1 6 4.0 1.1 6 3.8 1.3 6 4.9 1.2 6 4.8 1.1 6 4.0 1.1 6 3.7

Cross-track diff 6 1s (m s21) 20.6 6 3.6 20.5 6 3.5 20.5 6 3.7 20.5 6 3.5 20.9 6 5.4 20.8 6 5.5 20.6 6 3.8 20.5 6 3.6

Vector RMS (m s21) 5.4 5.1 5.6 5.3 7.4 7.4 5.6 5.3

a Number of collocations for ascending node indicated in parentheses.

TABLE 6. Statistics from comparison of MISR CMV with Antarctic MODIS IR channel AMV.

Low (70–100 kPa) Mid (40–70 kPa) High (0–40 kPa) All levels

QI $ 50 QI $ 80 QI $ 50 QI $ 80 QI $ 50 QI $ 80 QI $ 50 QI $ 80

No.a of collocations 3 103 50 (6) 23 (3) 85 (21) 34 (9) 19 (5) 5 (1) 155 (32) 63 (14)

Percent of LMATD excluded 6.8 5.0 8.9 6.3 24.1 21.4 10.1 7.2

Mean MISR height (km) 1.5 1.5 4.2 4.1 7.8 7.7 3.7 3.4

Mean MISR speed (m s21) 10.2 9.8 12.6 11.9 23.4 23.4 12.9 12.0

Height diff 6 1s (km) 20.5 6 0.6 20.4 6 0.6 20.2 6 0.7 20.2 6 0.6 0.6 6 0.7 0.6 6 0.7 20.1 6 0.7 20.2 6 0.7

Along-track diff 6 1s (m s21) 1.3 6 3.8 1.1 6 3.6 1.6 6 4.0 1.5 6 3.8 2.6 6 4.7 2.6 6 4.6 1.6 6 4.0 1.1 6 3.8

Cross-track diff 6 1s (m s21) 20.3 6 3.8 20.4 6 3.7 20.4 6 4.1 20.5 6 4.0 0.3 6 6.1 0.1 6 6.1 20.1 6 4.3 20.2 6 4.1

Vector RMS (m s21) 5.5 5.3 6.0 5.7 8.1 8.0 6.1 5.8

a Number of collocations for ascending node indicated in parentheses.
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study. Effective use of MISR CMVs for assimilation

should account for the systematic biases related to the

correlation between height and along-track error that

this study has quantified. Reducing the influence of such

biases, while exploiting the unique strengths of MISR,

should benefit not only forecasts, but diagnostics of

other sources of wind observations.
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